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ABSTRACT
Virtual Reality (VR) holds the promise of providing engaging embodied experiences, but little is known about how people with disabilities engage with it. We explore challenges and opportunities of VR gaming for wheelchair users. First, we present findings from a survey that received 25 responses and gives insights into wheelchair users’ motives to (non-) engage with VR and their experiences. Drawing from this survey, we derive design implications which we tested through implementation and qualitative evaluation of three full-body VR game prototypes with 18 participants. Our results show that VR gaming engages wheelchair users, though nuanced consideration is required for the design of embodied immersive experiences for minority bodies, and we illustrate how designers can create meaningful, positive experiences.
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INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) environments in general and VR games in particular have become increasingly popular. However, the current state of art exhibits little consideration of accessibility concerns. While anecdotal evidence of access barriers in games (e.g. [6]), and an industry survey on disability and VR [1]) point to systemic issues, academia only slowly addresses questions on the accessibility of modern VR systems.

While recent explorations consider VR gaming for players with visual impairment [31] and playful VR environments for neurodiverse children [7], the body- and movement-centric control scheme of many VR environments can be challenging for individuals with mobility impairment. They often combine hand-held controls with locomotion and/or extensive upper body movement which are not well situated to the movement of wheelchair users.

We address this issue through the design and development of a set of VR games functioning as experience prototypes, which allow us to explore varied preferences and needs of wheelchair users [32]). Our research followed a three-step process: First, we surveyed perspectives of wheelchair users of VR gaming. Responses from 25 participants show general interest in VR gaming and generally exploring novel technologies, but reveal a wide range of access barriers, including a need for adaptive control schemes and nuanced perspectives on disability representation. Second, we build on these results and existing work on wheelchair game controls to develop three accessible movement-based VR game prototypes to gain contextualised insights into the play experience of wheelchair users: *Karamaisu Slope* is a wheelchair-controlled skiing simulation, *Dungeon Spell* is a rail shooter which can be controlled through upper-body movement, and *Space Travel* is a first-person endless runner set in space using head movements as input. Results of two related user studies with a total of 18 participants show that VR games are generally engaging for wheelchair users. However, we also found that nuanced consideration is required when designing adaptive interaction paradigms or introducing partially automated gameplay. Drawing from these findings, we identify considerations for the design of adaptive and flexible body-based VR game interaction for wheelchair users, and reflect on and disability representation in VR.

We augment existing research by a structured exploration of wheelchair use and VR games, combining survey-based...
research with technological exploration. Additionally, we identify transferable implications for the design of wheelchair-accessible VR games. Finally, we provide a foundation for further discussion of wider challenges and opportunities for players with disabilities in VR.

VR carries the potential of creating immersive experiences for entertainment and beyond, and designers need to appropriately account for the situated engagement of marginalized groups with VR technology. Our work offers insights into how players with minority bodies engage with VR games with the intent to guide inclusive design processes.

RELATED WORK

Our research draws on previous work on the accessibility of VR environments for users with disabilities and wheelchair-accessible movement-based games.

Accessibility of Virtual Reality for Disabled People

Most innovation on wheelchair accessibility in VR occurs within community-driven projects. For example, WalkinVR [4] maps movement in SteamVR [3] onto hand-held controls, which removes the requirement for locomotion. While the system hugely improves overall accessibility of any VR software published on Steam [2], it also reduces the degree of full-body physical involvement in the virtual environment.

Several research projects explore the potential of VR for therapy and rehabilitation for individuals with disabilities through applied research, for example, learning environments for children with cognitive impairment [27], VR systems for stroke rehabilitation [21], or the potential of VR in vocational rehabilitation [8]). However, little academic work specifically explored general accessibility of VR as is common in other areas of Human-Computer Interaction (e.g., in a survey of game accessibility challenges [33]).

Within industry, a survey suggests that sight lines need to be adapted to account for seating height, and that some actions, such as reaching for items, require refinement [17]. Even though their survey in collaboration with the Disability Visibility Project [1] reveals that physical actions such as crouching, balancing, and moving are the most challenging activities to perform, they do not further address the issue of locomotion in VR.

Wheelchair-controlled Playful Systems and Games

Previous explorations of wheelchair-accessible game design focus on game control based on powered wheelchair interfaces or integrate physical effort and real-world wheelchair movement. GAMEWheels [13] leverages a mechanical wheelchair mount for game input, allowing players to control games through propulsion in moderate-to-vigorous exercise [25]. Building on off-the-shelf gaming hardware, AstroWheelie [12] uses accelerometry to detect wheelchair movement in a space-themed game. KINECTWheels [15] is a toolkit that supports the design of wheelchair-controlled games through camera-based player tracking—as evidenced by a system for older adults [16]. An extension for powered wheelchairs [14] effectively engages wheelchair users in physical play. Leveraging a different angle on camera-based player tracking, iGYM [18] detects large-scale player movement from above and projects a playing field onto the floor, inviting both disabled and non-disabled players to engage with each other. Powered wheelchairs have also been used for game input without direct physical movement: Wheelchair-Rift [20] integrates similar joystick controls in a VR environment. However, the visual design of the system is simplistic, lacks central engaging elements of VR games, and the game was not evaluated with powered wheelchair users. Hence, little is known about wheelchair-accessible controls for playful inaction in VR or the specific design challenges for VR games for wheelchair users.

We address this issue from three perspectives: (1) a survey on wheelchair users’ perspectives on VR systems, (2) three case studies of wheelchair-accessible VR games, (3) an evaluation of these games with wheelchair users. Reflecting on these results, we provide design implications for wheelchair-accessible full-body VR games.

PART 1: SURVEYING WHEELCHAIR USERS’ PERSPECTIVES ON VR GAMING

We developed an online survey distributed via social media channels to explore wheelchair users’ perspectives on existing VR gaming systems.

Survey Description and Procedure

The survey asked questions around respondents’ experience with gaming and VR systems (or reasons for non-engagement), and their expectations and perspectives thereof. First, respondents provided demographic information including wheelchair use and gaming experience. Then, we explored experience with and perspectives on VR gaming among those who had previously used VR systems. If respondents had no experience with VR, we asked about reasons for non-use, and their expectations of VR. Finally, the survey invited all respondents to describe the kind of VR experiences they would be interested in (if any), explored their perspectives on full-body and wheelchair-controlled VR interaction, and touched upon respondents’ perspectives on the representation of wheelchair use within the VR environment (with representation of disability increasingly recognized within the games industry, e.g., [30]). At the end of the survey, all respondents were given the opportunity to give feedback.

Characteristics of Respondents

The survey received 25 responses from a broad range of participants (average age 33, range 18 to 55; 16 male, 7 female, 2 non-binary). Fourteen respondents used powered wheelchairs, ten participants were manual wheelchair users, and one person reported switching between both options. On average, respondents had been using a wheelchair for 5-10 years (median), ranging from less than a year to more than 35 years of wheelchair use. The majority of respondents reported spending substantial time on games (on average 10-20 hours per week). Platform and genre preferences were varied, ranging from casual games to real-time strategy games, first-person shooting games and role-playing games; many respondents reported playing games online. Nine participants had previously used VR, with systems including lightweight approaches such
as Google’s cardboard VR and more complex solutions such as the Oculus and HTC Vive.

**Data Analysis**

Data were analyzed using inductive Thematic Analysis following the protocol outlined by Braun and Clarke [9]. Survey responses were thoroughly read and coded by the main investigator (which is in line with [9] who do not recommend multiple coders for inductive analysis). A total of 116 data points were assigned an initial set of 57 codes which were refined into five final themes, spanning 24 codes.

**Results**

We crafted five themes: the Challenging Integration of Embodied Play (Theme 1), the Ambivalent Role of Representation of Mobility Disability (Theme 2), Games as a Means of Escaping Reality (Theme 3), and the Participation in the Brave New World (Theme 4) and Practical Barriers to VR Use (Theme 5).

**Theme 1: Challenging Integration of Embodied Play**

This theme summarizes respondents’ perspectives on full-body movement-based interaction in the context of VR.

Regarding the need for Adaptive and/or alternative control schemes, an overwhelming majority of respondents found full-body interaction problematic, in some instances also revealing frustration with their own bodies rather than challenging the accessibility of the interaction paradigm, e.g., "It’s not so much the control schemes as the fact it’s your whole body and part of mine sucks." (P25, manual wheelchair user); "While I enjoy the VR from the perspective of the eyes, the rest of my body does not fit with motion control schemes of VR." (P18, manual wheelchair user). The role of upper body movement in particular was debated, with some participants suggesting it as a solution to accessibility barriers, and others pointing out that it was difficult for them, e.g., "I have some limitations on the use of arms. A lot of games rely on you using hand based motion controls, a lot which I pretty much rule out and instead use a fixed place game controller." (P18, manual wheelchair user). Likewise, participants reflected on difficulties when having to engage in repetitive motion, and many commented on the weight of VR controllers and their combination with wheelchairs.

We could not identify differences between manual and powered wheelchair users, suggesting that within both groups, preferences and needs are varied. Generally, respondents saw wheelchair input as an opportunity, expressing interest in a control scheme that would integrate wheelchairs in full-body interaction, e.g., one participant commenting that "It’s a pretty amazing idea. I often forget the wheelchair is there, for it to become part of the gaming control scheme is exciting." (P18, manual wheelchair user). However, there were a number of concerns about feasibility and safety of embodied play, with respondents commenting on space limitations in their own home, and pointing out potential instances of vulnerability relating to embodied play and mobility disability, e.g., "Having some enemy rushing right up to me, especially on my ‘bad side’ is incredibly, incredibly stressful and even scary - I might end up backing up so quickly or rushing away that I hit a wall or person or something." (P25, manual wheelchair user).

**Theme 2: Ambivalent Role of Representation of Mobility Disability**

Our results show that representation of mobility disability in games, e.g., including an avatar who has a visible disability, is a far-reaching design decision that engages some players and discourages others. The large majority of respondents expressed some interest in representation of disability, suggesting it would be valuable as an optional feature, but highlighted that "[...] it would depend on the game" (P17, manual wheelchair user). Additionally, respondents highlighted the value of diverse representation extending beyond wheelchairs as a means of educating non-disabled players, e.g., "Sure, but I’d also like to see walkers, canes of various types, etc. I find a lot of times people think about including physically disabled characters, it’s wheelchairs only. And people tend to think if you can walk at all and then use ailes, especially a wheelchair, you’re just ‘faking’ or something. Nope, couldn’t possibly be a range between total immobility and able to run marathons..." (P25, manual wheelchair user). In terms of negative perspectives on representation of mobility disability, participants’ perspectives were strongly linked with the following theme, suggesting that one of their motives to engage in play is escapism: "[...] people who use wheelchairs usually like the idea of being characters that don’t use them. We aren’t judged by others - we are all the same in video games." (P10, powered wheelchair user).

**Theme 3: Games and VR as a Means of Escaping Reality**

In terms of immersing oneself in virtual worlds, participant responses suggest that immersion is one of the most important elements that contributes to enjoyment of VR gaming, and also one of the things respondents who had not used VR before were hoping to get out of the experience. This expectation was strongly linked with the reflections on being a person without a disability, with a substantial number of respondents regarding games and VR as an opportunity "to act beyond my physical capabilities" (P3, manual wheelchair user) and that "VR gives you the ability to be something/someone your not or to do something you wouldn’t normally be able to do [...]" (P17, manual wheelchair user). However, they also recognized potential dangers of the fidelity of VR, e.g., one participant commented that "I’ve always used computer games as means of managing pain and having experiences I cannot physically do (running, jumping, swimming). [...] But the sense of realism also has side effects, wanting more to do the things you cannot do (since it becomes closer to reality) rather than controlling an avatar where its very clearly fantasy." (P18, manual wheelchair users), suggesting that there might be harm in virtually exploring experiences that are inaccessible in the real world. Some respondents expressed concern about the implications of wheelchair input for their player experience, suggesting that "It might bring me back into the ‘real world’ a little bit too much, [...]" (P9, powered wheelchair user).

**Theme 4: Participation in the Brave New World**

This theme summarizes the general excitement that respondents expressed about the potential of VR, with the large majority being positive about the potential that the technology could offer. Those who had previously used VR in particular appreciated the new technology, e.g., "I’ve only experienced it once
but it was pretty amazing." (P22, manual wheelchair user) and another stating that "It's pretty awesome but not ideal for someone sitting down" (P17, manual wheelchair user). This hints at a growing challenge associated with complex novel entertainment technologies: a number of participants expressed frustration about the large technical advancement that comes with VR and full-body interaction, which at the same time introduces a range of limitations that results in people with mobility disabilities being excluded from immersive, realistic play, e.g., "Feels like the movement to a more real experience in terms of control schemes removes my chance to participate in such games." (P18, manual wheelchair user), and another one commenting "[Accessibility] has been my biggest concerns in VR. People with certain disabilities will be left behind during the video game revolution." (P10, powered wheelchair user), highlighting the need for further accessibility efforts in this area.

Theme 5: Practical Barriers to VR Use
The final theme summarizes Practical Barriers to the use of VR that we encountered during analysis. In terms of game accessibility, there were some instances that suggest that the complexity of VR systems (i.e., a fairly heavy, head-worn device with wiring) introduced a new accessibility challenge, e.g., "Looks too heavy to sit in my head for too long." (P9, powered wheelchair user). Furthermore, one participant pointed out that the current generation of VR headsets was incompatible with other assistive technology they depended on, "I tried to -straps did not play nice with my CPAP mask though." (P8, powered wheelchair user), "Dealing with a cable/umbilical while moving/turning a chair is difficult." (P21, manual wheelchair user). In terms of non-engagement with VR, the "lack of opportunities to test VR" in combination with the financial cost of current VR systems was brought up by the majority of respondents. While the financial issue is of course a general barrier to VR use, some respondents pointed out that disability amplified the issue, e.g., the price "is too high to buy to try to see if it will work" (P1, powered wheelchair user).

Implications for Design
Here, we summarize our findings and refine the results into initial implications for the design of VR games that will guide our design process throughout the project.

Offer flexible movement-based control schemes, and implement sedentary input as fallback option. Our findings strongly emphasize the need for flexible control schemes when working with movement-based input. Different degrees of disability (e.g., paraplegia vs. tetraplegia) have implications for the general design of movement-based interaction for players, i.e., whether games can leverage arm movement, or games should rely on head or finger movement only, calling for vastly different control schemes for different groups of wheelchair users. Additionally, it is important to recognize different expressions of mobility disability. For example, some players might want to control a game with the stronger side of their body, might be interested in the optional inclusion of legs, or would need an adapted pacing of play to allow for more extensive periods of relaxation where game control does not require substantial movement.

Consider characteristics of the wheelchair when designing interaction paradigms. Using a wheelchair while engaging with VR has implications on multiple levels: First, designers need to be aware of practical issues when expecting players to use hand-held controllers while also moving the wheelchair, and challenges regarding cable management when using wired headsets. Second, it is important to understand the increased space requirement for extensive wheelchair movement and players’ concerns of hitting walls and/or furniture while being immersed in VR. Therefore, depending on VR hardware and deployment setting, games for wheelchair users should either integrate hands-free full-body movement-based control schemes, or exclusively focus on controller-based controls while also taking into account range of motion of intended target audiences. In the case of wheelchair movement-based schemes, excessive turning should be avoided, and movement should be limited to a small physical area.

Avoid mandatory representation of disability. Our findings show that representation of disability particularly by means of including a player avatar with a mobility disability is a controversial feature, with a substantial group of players wanting to engross themselves in play as non-disabled characters, while others anticipating benefits of representation. Therefore, we strongly recommend to include representation of disability as an optional feature, or opting for game implementations that leave an avatar’s physical abilities up to the imagination of the player (e.g., by choosing a first-person perspective). When opting for representation, designers should consider mobility disabilities beyond wheelchair use.

PART 2: DESIGNING WHEELCHAIR-ACCESSIBLE VR GAMING - EXPERIENCE PROTOTYPES
Drawing from the initial survey, we present case studies of three experience prototypes that we developed to study how wheelchair users engage with VR games: Karamaisu Slope, Dungeon Spell and Space Travel (see Figure ??). Here, we give an overview of the design rationale, technical implementation, and integration of wheelchair controls. Our design process used our survey results to identify key accessibility challenges to be considered in our game designs, and also leveraged these initial findings to gain insights into player preferences in terms of game genres and themes. We further draw from insights on game design for wheelchair users [14]. In our work, we treat the case studies as experience prototypes [32] to derive further insights into the implications of wheelchair use for engagement with VR games. Both games were implemented using Unity3D, which allows straightforward deployment on VR platforms. In terms of VR hardware, we work with the HTC Vive headset, which provides a high-resolution display and tracking of head position and pose. To track the player’s body and wheelchair movement within the VR environment, we leverage the Kinect v2 depth camera, which we integrate with Unity. Wheelchair movement is inferred from body movement in a similar way as suggested by the KinectWHEELS toolkit [16].

Case Study 1: Karamaisu Slope
Karamaisu Slope (KS) is a skiing game in which players steer down a hill while trying to successfully pass through as many
slalom gates as possible, as quickly as they can (see Figure 1). The game theme was chosen based on previous work [14] and survey findings suggesting that some players would like to explore activities that are difficult to access in the real world. Players guide a skiing avatar between slalom posts by controlling speed and turning left and right. While passing the posts is not required, successfully doing so provides players with a time bonus. The course is filled with obstacles such as trees and rocks, which have to be additionally navigated. Additionally, the game would assist players with their movement if they are moving away from the slalom gates, it will gently apply a force to move them back to the correct path. It takes about 1:30 minutes to complete an episode.

Player Interaction.

As input, players raise or lower their arms to control speed of their avatar. Players further need to rotate their wheelchair to the direction they want the avatar to move in.

Case Study 2: Dungeon Spell

*Dungeon Spell (DS)* is a fantasy-themed dungeon crawler in which players defend themselves against an onslaught of fantastical enemies (see Figure 2). The game is played from a first-person perspective, and players automatically move along a preset trajectory (in a similar fashion as employed in rail shooters), firing fireballs to defeat oncoming enemies. The player avatar can be hit by the enemies, and respawns after a short break if the player’s health value reaches a minimum. Progressing through the entire dungeon, including the final boss battle, takes about three minutes. *Player Interaction.* Avatar movement is automated and does not require player input. To engage in combat, the player releases a fireball by performing a punching gesture with one arm. Automation was introduced to reflect survey findings where respondents suggested that neither body-based nor controller-based input would be feasible for them at scale.

Case Study 3: Space Travel

*Space Travel (ST)* is an endless runner game in which players control a spaceship (see Figure 3). The aim of the game is to score points by navigating through goal hoops, whilst avoiding obstacles such as asteroids. The game ends either when the spaceship is damaged by the asteroids, or when the time limit of two minutes is reached. *Player Interaction.* Players move their head orientation to direct the trajectory of their ship, and optional single-arm input (punching) to engage in combat. If players do not make arm input, combat is triggered automatically. We took this design decision to make the game accessible to players who found head movement most comfortable, reflecting survey findings.

PART 3: EVALUATION

The evaluation was carried out in two steps: First, we worked with WheelPower to carry out an evaluation of accessibility, usability and player experience in the context of a major sports event for wheelchair users, and also recruited participants at Kidz to Adultz Middle, a major exhibition targeting young people with disabilities in the UK. Second, we worked with the Back-Up Trust to carry out an in-depth qualitative exploration of the VR games. While carrying out the evaluation in conjunction with public events and/or at the premises of third parties was a trade-off in terms of being able to control the experimental environment, we decided to take this step to increase accessibility of the activity: from past experience, we knew that travel to university campuses to participate in lab evaluations can be a barrier for wheelchair users. Applying a quantitative approach in Study 1 allows us to screen the broader experience provided by the games along with accessibility and usability concerns, while applying a qualitative, small-scale approach in Study 2 provides in-depth insights into the detailed experience of players through case studies.
Study 1: Usability, Accessibility and PX
We explored two research questions (RQs): are the VR games accessible and usable for wheelchair users (RQ1), and do they provide a positive player experience (RQ2)?

Measures
Because this study was run in conjunction with public events and we wanted to reduce participant burden in terms of duration of the study, we adapted two existing questionnaires into a shorter format to be administered through structured interviews: The first set of questions was selected to represent the main dimensions of the Player Experience and Need Satisfaction (PENS) questionnaire [28], exploring the dimensions of competence, autonomy, relatedness, presence, and ease of use; in our work we focus on the subscales of competence, autonomy, presence, and ease of use. The second set of questions was selected in line with the NASA-TLX [19], a tool to assess task load, including items investigating mental demand, physical demand, and temporal demand when engaging with technology. In the interview, participants were first asked to respond to each question using a three-point scale, and then given opportunity to elaborate.

Participants and Procedure
We recruited 14 wheelchair users (average age 34, range 19-56; 2 female, 1 non-binary) to participate in the study. All participants were active wheelchair users (duration of use ranging from two months to 23 years; 12 manual wheelchair users). Most participants had played games before (preferences ranging from casual games to FPS and RTS); 12 were experienced with motion-based controls (predominantly having used the Nintendo Wii); eight participants had used VR systems before (often at work or to watch movies). None of the participants were active VR gamers.

Participants took part in the study at a wheelchair event hosted by WheelPower, a charity that focuses on providing opportunities for disabled people to get into sports and lead active lives. Firstly, participants were briefed with information about the games and the study and asked to provide consent. Participants were free to choose any of the three games they wanted to try after each game being described to them; we took this step to ensure we would not expose vulnerability of participants who would prefer to not engage with a sport such as skiing (see survey findings regarding the exploration of inaccessible activities). An individual game session lasted around 3 minutes; some participants played all three games which took around 15-20 minutes in total. In terms of absolute numbers, 13 participants played KS, 9 participants played ST, but only 3 participants engaged with DS which we therefore exclude from quantitative results (but refer to in qualitative findings).

All participants took part in a semi-structured interview which included demographic information and explored their experience with the prototypes. At the end of the interviews, participants were thanked for their time and given time to ask questions. The research protocol was approved by the ethics board at the University of Lincoln.

Results
We structure our results around quantitative data and use qualitative data to illustrate findings. We report our results following the research questions, drawing from quantitative and qualitative participant feedback.

RQ1: Are the VR games accessible and usable for wheelchair users? On a basic level, the VR setup and games were accessible and usable for study participants as reflected by quantitative findings (adapted versions of the PENS and NASA-TLX; see Table 1 for results for KS and ST; DS excluded due to small N) that show a relatively low physical demand (although high temporal demand likely induced by the nature of games) and positive player experience including high ease of use. In terms of usability of the VR hardware, 13/14 participants reported that it was comfortable to wear, with one participant noting they would not be able to wear it “for more than 20 minutes” (P11). Likewise, there was only one instance where a participant had to readjust the wires of the headset; two participants explicitly pointed out that the control scheme helped avoid entanglement. In terms of feeling safe while immersed in VR, participants were aware of the risk of collision (reflecting survey findings) but it did not hamper their experience under the given circumstances; with one participant pointing out that it was "not stressful and part of the fun as long as you don’t break anything" (P7), and others commenting that being watched by others while playing helped them feel comfortable. In terms of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KS M</th>
<th>KS SD</th>
<th>ST M</th>
<th>ST SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PENS Competence</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENS Autonomy</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENS Presence</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENS Ease of Use</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLX Physical Demand</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLX Mental Demand</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLX Temporal Demand</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Sketch of a player engaging with Space Travel.
control schemes (head control vs. wheelchair and gesture controls), participants were very positive about the inclusion of the wheelchair in interaction, with one participant pointing out that "that you could move your wheelchair that was unbelievable, I obviously loved that." (P6). In particular, participants were interested in its contribution to immersion and realism, and accessibility implications. In contrast, head controls were perceived as limiting; here, participants suggested a bigger input alphabet while also recognizing the benefit of this scheme for players with no upper-body control. Considering the integration of hand and arm gestures, 4/14 participants reported issues, e.g., "[My] arms felt tired because of shoulder problems." (P10), highlighting the need to explore adaptive control schemes in more detail. Finally, the biggest point of concern was the level of control over movement in the virtual world (7/14 participants). Here, some participants commented that there were instances in which the tracking system was not responsive enough on a technical level; additionally, participants did not appreciate automation (e.g., movement on rails in Dungeon Spell), e.g., one participant commented that "I was a keen skier so ye, very realistic." (P4). Here, survey findings were mirrored in the sense that participants appreciated the opportunity to gain access to an inaccessible activity, e.g., "the ski game was interesting because it relates to what I used to be able to do" (P1). In terms of areas for improvement and desirable features, 5/14 participants would have liked to be more challenged by the games (with one however feeling overwhelmed), and suggested to increase game speed (particularly downhill skiing speed) and further supporting player autonomy through more varied input options. In terms of specific features, inclusion of additional non-player characters and multiplayer options were suggested.

Changes to the Experience Prototypes
Based on these findings, we further refined the three games: most importantly, we updated the gesture recognition mechanism to account for variances in player movement. Adapting the gestures to personal abilities allows players to customise the gesture they would do; for example, a player can choose to do a full punch (i.e., fully extend their arm in front of them) or to wave their hand slightly to achieve the same action. All three games also received further polish in their presentation: fellow skiers (non-player characters) were added to Karamaisu Slope. The game design of Space Travel changed slightly to allow the player to shoot at hazards, using the same punching gesture setup as in Dungeon Spell. This offers more choice in terms of avoiding or destroying hazards. In Dungeon Spell, enemy placement was changed to allow for a linear ramp in difficulty, and the cool-down on how often the player can fire was reduced. One element that we did not change despite participants’ criticism was the degree of movement automation in Dungeon Spell, with the goal of studying the impact of this approach on player experience (PX) in more depth in the following step of our research.

Study 2: In-depth Exploration of Second Iteration of Research Games
In the second study, we explored the second iteration of the research games together with four participants who were also experienced wheelchair users.

Participants and Procedure
Four participants were part of the second study: Sam is a 27 year old male who has used a manual wheelchair since a cycling accident eleven years ago. He used to be an active gamer with a strong interest in sports games (e.g., racing games such as Need for Speed series). Sam is an avid skier. Sarah is a 33 year old woman who has been using a manual wheelchair for 23 years. She does not consider herself a ‘gamer’, but has played games on the Nintendo Wii and Sony Playstation before. James is 45 years old and has used a wheelchair for 27 years. While he typically opts for manual propulsion, he sometimes uses a clip-on motor for support. He regularly plays games (most recently the battle royale game PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds), and has previously used Samsung’s VR headset. Finally, Richard is a 48 years old male who uses a manual wheelchair due to spinal cord injury. He does not play video games because he has no movement in his fingers; he has used phone-based cardboard VR headsets before and is interested in games as a way of connecting with his teenage son. He is an active player of competitive wheelchair rugby.

The study took place at the premises of the Back-Up Trust, a national charity supporting individuals with spinal cord injury. First, participants were given information about the study and asked to provide consent. Then, they were introduced to the games and given time to familiarise themselves with the controls. Next, they were invited to play the games for about 30 minutes. Afterwards, participants took part in open-ended interviews exploring their experience in the light of their individual backgrounds, generally addressing accessibility, usability and player experience (mirroring the areas of interest of study 1), with a set of questions particularly focusing on body-based input and automation. At the end of the interviews, participants were given room to ask questions, and thanked for their time. All interviews were audio recorded; the research protocol was approved by the University of Lincoln ethics board.

2This and the following names are edited for anonymity.
**Data Analysis**

We applied inductive Thematic Analysis (TA) following the research process laid out by Braun and Clarke [9]. All data were read and coded by one researcher; themes that were crafted were discussed and revised with two other members of the research team. This approach is in line with [10]; please note that inductive TA is a subjective research approach that requires in-depth engagement of a single individual with the data. In total, we coded 283 data points and crafted four themes.

**Results**

We crafted four themes from the data: **Personalizable and adaptive embodied play** (Theme 1), **Matching player expectations regarding autonomy and control** (Theme 2), **Physical risk as source of enjoyment or worry** (Theme 3), and **Relevance of player types** (Theme 4).

**Theme 1: Personalizable and adaptive embodied play.** This very prominent theme addresses the need for personalizable and adaptable movement-based controls that allow wheelchair users to tailor VR experiences. Although our sample exclusively consisted of manual wheelchair users who had a spinal cord injury with a high degree of wheelchair control, physical abilities were broad: For example, Sam was enthusiastic about full-body controls (“I thought it was awesome, [...] you really feel like you’re kind of immersed in that world!”), whereas Sarah was interested in traditional, controller-based input. Likewise, Sam reported difficulty with input requiring fine motor control (e.g., using game controllers or hand gestures). There was consensus that adaptability is a basic requirement when aiming to engage wheelchair users in VR. Additionally, participants saw adaptation of controls as a means of increasing health and safety where needed (e.g., avoiding extensive movement when playing on their own) and a way of fitting VR systems into their own homes (which was a point of concern along with cost of VR systems). Generally, results suggest that participants would like to be able to make more drastic adaptations than those currently offered by the games, supporting the initial guideline of offering a broad range of input modalities for VR systems wishing to be accessible for wheelchair users.

**Theme 2: Matching player expectations regarding autonomy and control.** This theme captures participants’ expectations in terms of realism of interaction paradigms and the impact of automation on player experience. Most importantly, a strong preference for realistic mappings of controls (i.e., a match between real-world actions and gestures/movements required to play the games) was expressed particularly for Karamaisu Slope. Here, participants who had skiing experience were most critical of the implementation, with Sam pointing out that “[...] the way that you steer when you sit-ski is quite different [...] Erm because you basically, initiate the turn using your wrist almost.” and continuing to make suggestions to improve the realism of the control scheme. Interestingly, Space Travel was broadly appreciated by participants while only offering a restricted yet responsive input alphabet and simplistic gameplay, whereas Dungeon Spell offered more complex gameplay while parts of player movement were automated. Mirroring findings from the first study, participants expressed a strong dislike of this design element because it limited opportunity for exploration. Additionally, it reduced control over the fighting mechanic: “I think it can be a bit frustrating [...] because obviously it was too far away and I was punching away with both hands but there was no bullets coming out” (James).

**Theme 3: Physical risk as source of enjoyment or worry.** Our data supports the notion that physical risk associated with movement-based play can serve as a source of enjoyment or worry. While Sarah and Sam were concerned about immersing in VR, participating in extensive movement, and experienced displacement, Richard experienced this process as a thrill that contributed to his enjoyment of the VR experience, a perspective mirrored in his participation in wheelchair rugby, a sport with significant risk of physical injury. This draws interesting links with previous work on movement-based play [23, 22] which highlights that physical risk can be employed as a design strategy. However, in the context of VR there is a clear trade-off between health and safety and the experience, where Sarah suggested that she would be more comfortable with small-scale movement not involving the wheelchair, an aspect dismissed by Richard: “Umm, that would take away something from the game though wouldn’t it. It’s a delicate balance.” This highlights a challenge in the design of VR games: we must embrace all properties of this technology, but make careful choices to ensure reasonable safety. Here, awareness of individual preferences: regardless of physical abilities, players may be attracted to (or discouraged by) experiences that pose physical risk, so VR systems need to be crafted accordingly.

**Theme 4: Relevance of player types.** We crafted this theme to represent different perspectives on the nature of play that we encountered in our data. Linked with the immersive nature of VR gaming, we observed two main dimensions that seemed to affect players’ experiences: while some participants appreciated the competitive nature of play, and were particularly attracted to Karamaisu Slope as a game that offers clear goals and performance indicators, others highlighted their desire to explore VR games that are free from competition, strongly focusing on curiosity and exploration: “[...] it’s a bit more chilled out, you kind of, there’s no like kind of pressure you know” (Sam). This observation is linked to the general proposition that there are different player types (e.g., individuals who prefer competition over other features of play [24]). While not uncontested, these types seem relevant for immersive VR gaming; in the context of our work, participants suggested the addition of unstructured modes of play that would allow them to satisfy their curiosity in the same gaming environment that can also be engaged with when striving to fulfil specific goals.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of our project show that flexibility and adaptability of interaction paradigms are important to provide accessible and engaging VR games, that wheelchair users are a hetero-
We initially formulated three implications for design for VR games for wheelchair users: flexible control schemes, accounting for wheelchair characteristics, and avoiding mandatory representation of disability. Our findings generally support the considerations, but provide more nuanced perspectives: control schemes need not only offer flexibility, but also adaptability within a given scheme (e.g., to range of motion of an individual); sedentary input is relevant to reflect a wide range of player preferences. Accounting for wheelchair characteristics is important, however, our findings remind us to focus on the human being occupying the chair: our findings highlight that aspects such as risk-taking and the enjoyment thereof are linked with individual preferences; generally removing all physical risk from games for wheelchair users might therefore be inappropriate. Likewise, close attention needs to be paid to individual abilities, linking back to the theme of flexible controls. Finally, leaving imagining their virtual self up to the player rather than including avatars with disabilities worked well in our research setting, but should be explored in more detail in the future to address the need to refine considerations for the design of representation of disability in VR games.

Representation of Disability in Body-based Play
Immersive body-based play has previously raised questions around representation of disability, and the option for player avatars to reflect disabilities of players [14]. While adequate representation of disability in games is supported by the academic community (e.g., [11]) and industry consultants (e.g., [30]), survey responses draw a more nuanced, if not critical view: integration of disability through the player avatar is perceived as a risk to the value of games as a means of escaping reality; in fact, a number of respondents voiced an interest VR as a means of playfully exploring inaccessible real-world activities. This pushback could be interpreted as a limitation of stereotypes and negative views associated with disability [26] (and thus not wanting to be disabled in the virtual world), but could also simply be an expression of wanting to leverage VR to experience being someone else and to enjoy novel experiences, which is one of the core drivers for people to engage with digital games [29].

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our work needs to be interpreted in the light of a number of limitations. First, across all parts of our research, we worked with small participant samples which are typical for accessibility work, but limit generalizability. Additionally, the first evaluation was carried out in conjunction with a sports event; therefore, playing sessions and follow-ups with participants were shorter than we would have liked (e.g., only partial use of the PENS questionnaire). Second, both studies involving gameplay only look at single-session engagement of wheelchair users with VR: here, it would be interesting to explore how experiences develop over time. Third, we would like to point out that not all issues raised in the survey and studies can be addressed by game design: for example, the cost of VR and increased space requirements in case of wheelchair use remain challenging. In terms of future work, we believe that participatory rather than user-centered design of wheelchair-accessible VR games is an avenue to further explore automation, along with general research into the representation of mobility disability in VR.
CONCLUSION
VR gaming offers the opportunity of crafting novel immersive experiences that engage players. However, little is known about the accessibility for players with disabilities. Our work takes a first step into the direction of understanding how mobility impairment impacts the way wheelchair users engage with and experience VR games. Our work suggests that VR has a large appeal for this audience, but that careful adaptation is required to ensure accessibility of full-body interaction in VR environments, and that considerations for the design of VR games for wheelchair users need to extend to the practical design of such environments, too: to create truly accessible and engaging experiences, we need to better understand the impact of mobility impairment on player experience, and further explore challenges associated with player autonomy within virtual worlds along with the impact that representation of disability has on player experience.
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